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[EDITOR’S NOTE: Part 1 of this 
two-part series appeared in the Feb-
ruary issue. Part 2 follows below and 
continues, without introductory com-
ments, where the first article ended. 
Both articles are excerpted from our 
just released volume Does God Exist?]

IT is disturbing to contemplate 
the fact that 100 years ago, more 
Americans believed in the God 

of the Bible. The universal teaching 
of the public schools was Creation 
as depicted in the Bible. In stark 
contrast, we have lived to see an 
unbelievable transformation in 
which the universal teaching of the 
public schools is evolution, we have 
filled our university faculties with 
atheists, and we have banned God 
from the public square under the 
guise of “separation of church and 
state.” The impact on the thinking 

of children who are now adults has 
been catastrophic.
But on the Day of Judgment, there 

will be no excuses. Every account-
able human being on the planet can 
know that God exists. The created 
order possesses characteristics that 
inherently demand the existence 
of a transcendent, supernatural 
Creator. As a matter of fact, the 
evidence that exists in the material 
order—the Universe/cosmos, the 
planet Earth, the animals, the plants, 
and the human body—communi-
cate the clear message that all owe 
their origin to the divine Creator. 
This message is being continually 
communicated all over the planet 
regardless of geographical location, 
time of day, and language spoken 
(Psalm 19:1-3).

In the previous article, we men-
tioned very briefly several marvel-
ous, convincing evidences for the 
existence of God as seen in the 
remarkable human body and some 
of the features of the created order—
phenomena inexplicable apart from 
Almighty God. We now turn to 
more of “the things that are made” 
(Romans 1:20)—additional decisive 
evidence—that also offers amazing 
proof of the great Governor of the 
Universe.

SYMBIOSIS AND MUTUALISM

ONE feature of the Earth that 
proves the existence of the 

God of the Bible involves symbiotic 
relationships. Although definitions 
and distinctions abound, generally 
speaking, symbiosis refers to a close, 
usually obligatory, association of 
two or more plants or animals of 
different species that depend on 
each other to survive. Each gains 
benefits from the other. These 
include both mutualistic and para-
sitic species. Obligate interactions 
exhibit considerable specificity and 
typically involve interaction with 
only a single species or genus.
For example, a large percentage 

of herbivores have mutualistic gut 
fauna that help them digest plant 
matter, which is more difficult to 
digest than animal prey. One spe-
cies of butterfly employs complex 
chemical and acoustical signals to 
manipulate ants. Coral reefs are the 
result of mutualisms between coral 
organisms and various types of algae 
that live inside them. Most land 
plants and land ecosystems rely on 
mutualisms. Plants convert carbon 
from the air. Fungi help in extract-
ing minerals from the soil. Many 
types of tropical and sub-tropical 

One of the decisive proofs that the God of the Bible 
exists is the incredible design in the natural order. The 
Universe, the Earth, and the inhabitants of the Earth 
(plants, animals, and man) all manifest characteristics that 
demonstrate purposeful intention in their design variables. 
Symbiosis and mutualism provide examples that constitute 
undeniable proof of a Supreme Designer Whose glory is 
declared by “the things that are made” (Romans 1:20).
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ants have complex relationships 
with certain tree species.
Those plants and animals that both 

need each other to survive would 
have had to come into existence 
close in time to each other. They 
most certainly could not have been 
separated from each other by mil-
lions or billions of years of alleged 
evolutionary adjustments. They 
would have had to have been created 
by the Creator to function precisely 
the way they function. Such mas-
sive complexity, interdependency, 
and sophisticated diversity scream 
divine design.

engineering—from breaking down 
food particles and mopping up 
shed body cells, to competing with 
intruder organisms to protect us 
from infection? The complexity is 
inexplicable in terms of evolution. 
This sophisticated arrangement had 
to have been created by God.

The Nile Crocodile and the 
Egyptian Plover2

Another amazing proof that divine 
Creation is true and evolution is 
false is seen in the relationship 
sustained by the Egyptian Plover 
bird and the Nile crocodile. Afri-
ca’s largest crocodilian, these pri-
mordial brutes can reach 20 feet 
in length and weigh up to 1,650 
pounds. Their diet entails mainly 
fish, but they will attack almost any-
thing: zebras, small hippos, birds, 
porcupines, and other crocs. They 
are ambush hunters—they wait for 
fish or land animals to come close, 
and then rush out to attack. They 
are vicious man-eaters: up to 200 
people die each year in the jaws of 
a Nile croc.

Despite these facts regarding the 
deadly nature of the Nile crocodile, 
it is absolutely astounding to learn 
that the Egyptian Plover bird has 
a symbiotic relationship with this 
creature that entails entering the 
croc’s mouth for the purpose of 
cleaning its teeth and gums. The 
croc will open its mouth and allow 
the bird to enter, sometimes keeping 
it open and sometimes closing it 
gently with the bird still inside. The 
bird then uses its beak to remove 
parasites, leeches, worms, and bits 
of food that infest the crocodile’s 
mouth. The Plover enjoys a ready 
source of food, and the crocodile 
gets a valuable teeth cleaning to pro-
mote health and minimize disease. 
Such an arrangement could not 

The Human Mouth1

Take, for example, the interior of 
the human mouth. Setting aside 
the incredible design necessary for 
the mouth to function, including 
teeth, gums, tongue, lips, muscles, 
nerves, cells, etc., all of which must 
work together from the beginning 
if the individual is going to receive 
nourishment to survive, evolution 
simply cannot provide a credible 
explanation for the condition of 
the human mouth on a microscopic 
level.
Microbiologists estimate that 

over 700 distinct bacterial species 
are present in the mouth. How 
could 700 separate creatures come 
together in one place to create a 
complex ecosystem of mixed organ-
isms that co-exist with each other to 
perform marvelous feats of chemical 
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The Emerald Wasp and the Cockroach3

Another astounding example of 
symbiosis that demonstrates the 
existence of God pertains to the 
Emerald Cockroach Wasp and the 
American cockroach. The latter 
insect is six times larger than the 
Emerald Wasp. Yet, the wasp enacts 
a brilliantly strategic sting into the 
central nervous system of the cock-
roach to cause temporary paralysis 
of the front legs. This temporary 
paralysis allows the wasp to deliver a 
second sting into a carefully chosen 
spot in the brain ganglia to control 
the escape reflex. The brain sting 
causes a dramatic behavioral change: 
the cockroach becomes passive and 
zombie-like. Its breathing slows, and 
it makes no attempt to escape. As a 
result of this sting, the roach will 
groom itself, become sluggish, and 
fail to show normal escape responses.
The wasp then leads the cockroach 

by its antennae, like a leash, to the 
wasp’s burrow. The wasp does not 
have to drag the cockroach, since 
the roach willingly walks on its own 
legs. Inside the burrow, the wasp lays 

a white egg, about two millimeters 
long, on the roach’s abdomen. It 
then exits and uses debris to bar-
ricade the defenseless roach inside 
the burrow (to keep other predators 
out). With its escape reflex disabled, 
the stung roach remains calm and 
complacent as the wasp’s egg hatches 
after about three days. The hatched 
larva drills a hole into the leg of the 
cockroach to retrieve nutrition from 
the blood system of the roach for 
four to five days. Then the larva 
burrows into the abdomen of the 
cockroach, crawls inside, and over 
a period of eight days, consumes 
the roach’s internal organs in an 
order which guarantees that the 
roach will stay alive, at least until 
the larva enters the pupal stage and 
forms a cocoon inside the roach’s 
body. Six weeks from the first sting, 
a new adult wasp emerges from the 
hollowed out dead body of the roach.
The venom of the Emerald Wasp 

is carefully calibrated to shut down 
signals carried by a key neurotrans-
mitter brain chemical called dopa-
mine. The wasp delivers the sting 
with the precision of microscopic 
brain surgery. This remarkable skill 
could not have evolved. Nor was it 
learned. It was hardwired by the 
Creator into each wasp—making 
it a natural born neurosurgeon. 
The offspring of the wasp literally 
depend on the perfect execution 
of the mother’s sting. Too much 
venom, and the cockroach would 
immediately die, eliminating the 
wasp offspring’s fresh food source. 
Too little (or poorly aimed) venom, 
and the roach would escape. Mil-
lions of years of trial and error 
cannot be the source of this rela-
tionship. Failure of any one step in 

this complex process would prevent 
reproduction—and terminate the 
species. Can such design, complex-
ity, order, purpose, and intelligence 
come out of mindless, evolutionary 
chaos? Absolutely not. The Emerald 
Wasp and the American cockroach 
were created by the Creator to func-
tion precisely as they do. “O Lord, 
how manifold are your works! In 
wisdom have you made them all; 
the earth is full of your creatures” 
(Psalm 104:24). The Creation 
declares the reality of the Creator.

have evolved. No crocodile could 
have gradually decided it was in its 
best interest to let a bird clean its 
mouth. Such sophisticated relation-
ships among diverse creatures prove 
pre-planning and programming—
intelligent design by the Master 
Designer and Creator.

The Leafcutter Ant and Fungus4

Leafcutter ants nest in under-
ground chambers in the Amazo-
nian rain forest of Brazil. They 
regularly leave their nests to 
forage hundreds of feet into the 
forest. Most tropical plants are 
permeated by toxic chemicals to 
deter foragers. So, using specially 
designed “mouth cutters,” the ants 
cut out portions of the leaves they 
find, being careful not to ingest any 
of the poisonous chemicals. They 
then transport their cargo back to 
the nests and deliver it to smaller 
worker ants. These ants clean the 
leaves and chew them into pulpy 
mulch—again, being careful not 
to “swallow.” They then feed the 
mulch to another organism that the 
ants actually cultivate—a fungus. 
This fungus breaks down the toxins 

Wikimedia.org (Chiswick Chap) 2018 license CC-by-sa-4.0
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(cont. on p. 32)

in the leaves while generating pro-
teins and sugars. These proteins and 
sugars constitute the food that the 
ants eat. The ants need the fungus 
for food—and will die without the 
fungus. The fungus, on the other 
hand, cannot live without the ants, 
since they are dependent on the ant 
to bring the leaves. This is a mutual 
co-dependency that could not have 
evolved.
Incredibly, this particular fungus 

grows only in the underground 
chambers of the Leafcutter ant’s 
nest. And the fungus will not con-
sume all leaves, since some are toxic 
to the fungus. The Leafcutter ants 
are sensitive enough to adapt to the 
fungi’s preferences and, hence, cease 
collecting those leaves. Scientists 
think that the ants can detect 
chemical signals from the fungus 
which communicate the preferences 
of the fungus. 
What’s more, researchers have 

identified an aggressive mold that 
threatens the fungus. When the 
researchers remove the ants from the 
nest, the mold destroys the fungus. 
Entomologists have discovered that 
the ants—especially the ones that 
tend the fungus—have a white, 
waxy coating on their body. The 
coating, which fights the mold for 
the fungus, has been identified as 
tangled mats of bacteria that pro-
duce many of the antibiotics that 
humans use for medicine. The ants 
are essentially wearing portable 
antimicrobials. Yet humans only 
discovered antibiotics within the 
last century. No wonder Solomon 
observed: “Go to the ant...consider 
her ways and be wise, which, having 
no captain, overseer or ruler, pro-
vides her supplies in the summer, 

and gathers her food in the harvest” 
(Proverbs 6:6-8).

she inserts a moth egg into the ovary 
wall of the yucca plant, using her 
ovipositor—itself a marvel of engi-
neering design. Still carrying the 
pollen ball in her facial claws, she 
climbs to the top of the ovary. She 
presses the pollen into the stigma, 
fertilizing hundreds of immature 
seeds inside. When the moth larvae 
hatch, they feed on the seeds of the 
yucca. If they were to eat all the 
seeds, the yucca plants would stop 
reproducing, and both they and the 
moths would cease to exist. God 
designed the moth to calibrate the 
number of larvae growing inside 
each flower so that all the yucca 
seeds will not be consumed.
The life cycle of the yucca moth is 

timed so the adult moths emerge in 
the spring exactly when the yucca 
plants are in flower. The yucca moth 
and yucca plant were designed to 
function together. They had to 
have been created in close temporal 
proximity. No wonder evolution-
ary biologist Dr. Chris Smith con-
ceded: “It is pretty mind-boggling 
to imagine how this arose. It’s very 
strange.”6 “Mind-boggling”? Abso-
lutely. “Strange or inexplicable”? 
No—unless you ignore, reject, or 
dismiss the obvious.

The Black Wasp and the Aphid7

When plants in the southeast-
ern United States are besieged 
by aphids—small sap-sucking, 
extremely destructive insect pests—
they release a chemical mist that 
signals black wasps to come to 
their rescue. Upon arrival, wasps 
do not kill the aphids outright. 
With clinical precision, the wasps 
inject a single egg into each aphid’s 
body. Each wasp can inject eggs into 
200 aphids. The aphid’s body then 

The Yucca Moth and the Yucca5

About 50 species of yucca plant 
grace the planet. Incredibly, the 
yucca plant is completely unable 
to pollinate itself in order to grow 
more seeds and reproduce. It is 
wholly dependent on the geneti-
cally programmed yucca moth to 
facilitate reproduction and perpetu-
ate the species.
From their subterranean cocoons 

in spring, male and female yucca 
moths crawl to the surface and fly 
to nearby yucca plants. Yucca plants 
are just opening their flowers. The 
female yucca moth collects pollen 
from the yucca flower and fashions 
it into a sticky ball, using a pair of 
long, curved “claws” (proboscis) 
protruding from her mouth area, 
to collect, form, compact, and carry 
the golden pollen ball. The yucca’s 
pollen is in a curved region of the 
plant. Only the yucca moth has the 
specially curved proboscis to gather 
the pollen from the plant’s male 
reproductive organs.
Having collected the pollen, she 

then flies to another plant where 
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serves as the incubator for the off-
spring of its predator. As the raven-
ous wasp larvae grow, they literally 
eat the aphid alive from the inside 
out until they are ready to emerge 
and begin the process all over again.
Observe that this divinely designed 

means of controlling the aphid 
population is simply one marvelous 
system among others. The diversity 
and complexity of a variety of sys-
tems, all working in concert in the 
natural order, imply an overarching, 
overruling master plan to ensure 
the ongoing perpetuation of the 
created order. In addition to the 
black wasp, ants also participate in 
controlling aphids.

The Ant and the Aphid8

Aphids sustain another com-
plicated relationship. They are 
equipped with special, syringe-like 
mouth parts to pierce plants and 
retrieve f luid from them. Some 

species of ants literally “cultivate” 
the aphids by “milking” them 
without harm to the insect. Ants 
stroke the aphids with their anten-
nae, causing the aphids to secrete 
honeydew which the ants can then 
consume. The aphids, therefore, 
provide a ready food supply for 
the ants. In exchange, the aphids 
receive protection since the ants act 
as a team to fight off invaders and 
predators, like ladybugs.
But this interrelationship goes 

even deeper. The sap which the 
aphids retrieve from plants is rich 
in carbohydrates, but lacks essen-
tial amino acids—which aphids 
cannot synthesize. Enter a third 
actor in this mutualistic drama: 
tiny endosymbiont bacteria (Buch-
nera aphidicola). These bacteria live 
in the aphid’s special cells called 
bacteriocytes. The amino acids are 
supplied by these bacteria. Neither 
the bacteria nor the aphid can exist 
without the other.
Amazing: the ant depends on the 

aphid for food; the aphid depends 
on the ant for protection; the aphid 
depends on internal bacteria for 
amino acids; the aphid provides 
the bacteria with energy, carbon, 
and shelter inside specialized cells. 
Symbiosis within symbiosis—deci-
sive proof of divine design!

EVOLUTIONARY EXPLANATION?

SUCH remarkable examples of 
divine design could be multi-

plied endlessly. They absolutely 
point to God. But, of course, 
evolutionists attempt to offer an 

“explanation” for symbiosis among 
the wondrous organisms that grace 
our planet. It goes something like 
this:9 “Organisms that depend on 
each other for survival co-evolved, 

gradually becoming dependent 
on each other by means of minute 
changes over millions of years.” 
Such a claim is then liberally pep-
pered with nullifying qualifications: 

“Surprisingly little is known about 
how mutualistic symbioses evolved 
and persist.” “Despite their ubiq-
uity and importance, we understand 
little about how mutualistic sym-
bioses form between previously 
free-living organisms.” “The evo-
lutionary sequence of events in most 
lineages is unknown.” “Exactly how 
these associations evolve remains 
unclear.” “Much remains to be 
learned about the mechanisms 
that maintain mutualism as an 
evolutionarily stable interaction.” 
Rationally-thinking Christians 
have a responsibility before God to 
train themselves to recognize non-
sensical gobbledygook when they 
hear it. The fact is that any alleged 

“transitions” or “minute changes”—
when pinpointed and examined as 
moments in time—are seen to be 
unworkable, imaginary, impossible, 
and nonexistent. Both organisms 
needed each other from the begin-
ning of their existence. How did 
these creatures gain nourishment 
before becoming dependent? Each 
of these organisms possesses con-
cise design variables that prove the 
inability of gradual mutation and 
natural selection as effectual caus-
ative agents.
Recall the debate conducted 

in 1976 on the campus of North 
Texas State University in Denton, 
Texas, when Thomas B. Warren 
debated Antony G.N. Flew—at 
the time, arguably the foremost 
atheistic philosopher in the world. 
Flew’s attempt to substantiate the 
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credibility of evolution is seen in 
this statement: “[I]t is, it seems to 
me, a consequence of evolutionary 
theory that species shade off into 
one another.”10 “Shade off into one 
another”? Evolutionists attempt to 
cloud the mind by implying that 
all organisms came into existence 
as a result of very slow, almost 
imperceptible changes over time. 
But where on the planet are these 
alleged increments or “shades” from 
one kind of animal to another? 
We know chimps exist. We know 
humans exist. We know nothing 
of any alleged “shades.” Nor does 
true science.
Warren challenged Flew to face the 

fact that even if evolution theorizes 
numerous pre-human ancestors, 
there had to be a first human being 
to arrive on the scene. Where did 
he/she come from? The very first 
human being on the planet had to 
come into existence somehow. But 
how? Was this first human being a 
male or female? A baby or an adult? 
In reality, there are only two possi-
bilities: (1) either a nonhuman had 
to transform into a human during 
its lifetime, or (2) a nonhuman had 
to give birth to a human. Philo-
sophically and scientifically, these 
are the only two possibilities—and 
neither is tenable. Evolution is not 
only scientifically unfeasible; it is 
logical and philosophical nonsense! 
Indeed, evolution is false, and there 
is a God.
The smaller and deeper we go 

in examining God’s creation, 
the more complex, sophisticated, 
and astounding the discoveries.11 
One would have to be prejudiced 
and deliberately determined to 
deny God to brush aside the 

overwhelming evidence of Him in 
His creation. “The fool has said in 
his heart, ‘There is no God’” (Psalm 
14:1; 53:1). “Stand still and consider 
the wondrous works of God” (Job 
37:14).

CONCLUSION

IF you were to toss a stick of 
dynamite into a print shop, 

and do so every day for a million 
years, would a dictionary ever be 
the result? Can such design, com-
plexity, order, purpose, and intel-
ligence ever come out of mindless, 
evolutionary chaos? The answer 
is an unequivocal “No!” The late 
British evolutionist Sir Fred Hoyle 
addressed specifically the many 
problems faced by those who defend 
the idea of a naturalistic origin of 
life on Earth. In fact, Dr. Hoyle 
described the atheistic concept 
that disorder gives rise to order in 
a rather picturesque manner when 
he observed that “the chance that 
higher forms have emerged in this 
way is comparable with the chance 
that a tornado sweeping through a 
junk-yard might assemble a Boeing 
747 from the materials therein.”12 
Dr. Hoyle, even went so far as to 
draw the following conclusion:

Once we see, however, that the prob-
ability of life originating at random 
is so utterly miniscule as to make the 
random concept absurd, it becomes 
sensible to think that the favourable 
properties of physics on which life 
depends, are in every respect deliber-
ate.... It is therefore almost inevitable 
that our own measure of intelligence 
must reflect in a valid way the higher 
intelligences...even to the extreme 
idealized limit of God.13

Or as Dawkins conceded:
The more statistically improbable a 
thing is, the less we can believe that 

it just happened by blind chance. 
Superficially, the obvious alter-
native to chance is an intelligent 
Designer.14

Indeed, the interdependent, 
interconnected, interpenetrat-
ing features of God’s creation are 
beyond the capability of man to 
trace out—let alone to “manage” 
or “assist.” Neither a pine tree nor 
a pinecone is sentient. They have 
no thinking capacity or conscious-
ness. They possess no personhood, 
soul, or spirit. Pine trees did not 
get together and discuss the threat 
of forest fires to their future sur-
vival, and then decide to produce 
pinecones that would remain 
closed during a fire only to open 
afterwards. No crocodile conven-
tion was ever held in which crocs 
decided it was in their best health 
interests to refrain from chomping 
down on Plover birds while all other 
animals remained “fair game.” The 
standard explanations by evolution-
ists for such wonders of creation 
are incoherent, nonsensical, and 
just plain pitiful. Elihu reminded 
Job: “Behold, God is exalted in His 
power; Who is a teacher like Him? 
Who has appointed Him His way, 
and who has said, ‘You have done 
wrong’? Remember that you should 
exalt His work, of which men have 
sung. All men have seen it; man 
beholds from afar” (Job 36:22-25, 
NASB).
Indeed, the realm of nature liter-

ally shouts forth the reality of the 
all-powerful Maker Who alone 
accounts for the intelligent design of 
the created order. As the psalmist so 
eloquently affirmed: “The heavens 
declare the glory of God; and the 
firmament shows His handiwork.... 
There is no speech, nor language 
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where their voice is not heard. Their 
line has gone out through all the 
earth, and their words to the end 
of the world” (Psalm 19:1-4). Only 
a foolish person would conclude 
there is no God (Psalm 14:1).
The only plausible explanation for 

the Universe and the entire created 
order is “the great God who formed 
everything” (Proverbs 26:10). “O 
Lord, how manifold are Your works! 
In wisdom You have made them 
all. The earth is full of Your pos-
sessions” (Psalm 104:24). We can 
know there is a God. The Creation 
declares the reality of the Creator. 
To repeat Paul’s declaration in 
Romans: “For since the creation of 
the world His invisible attributes 
are clearly seen, being understood 
by the things that are made, even 
His eternal power and Godhead, so 
that they are without excuse” (1:20).
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The Editor
New DVD: Dismantling Evolution Seminar

Cosmic evolution, which typically includes the 
Big Bang Theory coupled with Neo-Darwinian 
evolution, is the term used by many modern 
scientists to describe how the Universe came into 
existence and evolved into its current form in a 
purely natural way, i.e., without God. It is taught 
as “fact” by the bulk of the scientific community 
in classrooms around the country, even though it 
is riddled with rarely highlighted but devastating 
problems that discredit its scientific authenticity.

Apologetics Press is blessed to have a number 
of credentialed scientists (both fulltime and 
auxiliary) who are qualified to write and 
speak authoritatively on matters related to 
Christian evidences. In a new DVD release, 
titled the Dismantling Evolution Seminar, 
four scientists are joined by a Hebrew scholar 
as they together highlight fundamental flaws in 
cosmic evolutionary theory. In the process, they 
demonstrate the true model of cosmic origins 
which fits the actual evidence. Here is a listing 
of the topics and presenters:

• Evolution and Genesis 1— 
Does the Hebrew Language Allow for Evolution? 

—Justin Rogers, Ph.D., Hebrew Scholar
• Where Did the Exploding “Cosmic Egg” Come 

From?— 
Dismantling the Naturalistic Origin of the Universe 

—Jeff Miller, Ph.D., Thermal Scientist

• Is There Enough Time for Evolution?— 
Dismantling a Key Requirement of Cosmic 
Evolution 

—Mike Houts, Ph.D., NASA Nuclear Engineer
• Examining Mutations and Na tur al Selection— 

Dismantling the Mechanism for the Evolution of 
Life 

—Joe Deweese, Ph.D., Biochemist
• The Big Bang vs. Science and the Bible— 

Dismantling the Prominent Model for the Evolution 
of the Cosmos 

—Branyon May, Ph.D., Astrophysicist
• Creation: An Alternative Model That Fits the 

Scientific Evidence 
—Jeff Miller, Ph.D., Thermal Scientist

• Is Creation Scientifically Defensible? 
—Jeff Miller, Ph.D., Thermal Scientist

This presentation is perfect for viewings by 
churches, youth groups, homeschoolers, and all 
who are interested in hearing “the other side” in 
this discussion. This DVD enables the viewer to 
recognize the flaws that pepper the fundamental 
components of organic evolution. Please consider 
ways and means by which this valuable product 
might be publicized and promoted in order to 
advance the cause of Truth.

Dave Miller


